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Abstract: In this article we present a study regarding the indexing into ISI database of the articles, the benefits
of these databases. We are going through different aspects of the databases, such as Web of Science with
Conference Proceedings or Thomson Reuters, to make a good cover of the citations.
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1. WEB SCIENCE WITH CONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS
Web Science with Conference Proceedings; represent a database that is composed from two databases,
which were belonged to the Thomson Reuters publishing house: Web of Science and ISI Proceedings, to assure a
good and professional of the citations.
The Web of Science database offer access to the articles resumes of over 10.000 important magazines, most
of them having the impact index ISI from 256 disciplines.
Web of Science offer access to fields like agriculture, biological sciences, engineering, medical sciences, life
sciences, physic and chemical sciences, anthropology, law, information sciences, architecture, dancing, music,
movie and theatre, to the following bibliography databases:
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Citation
Index
Expanded,
which
contains
over
8254
journals
(http://science.thomsonreuters.com/cgi-bin/jrnlst/jlresults.cgi?PC=D) from 150 disciplines, from 1900
to present.
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Citation
Index,
which
contain
over
2835
magazines
(http://science.thomsonreuters.com/cgi-bin/jrnlst/jloptions.cgi?PC=SS) from 50 disciplines of social
sciences, as 3.500 important scientific and technical magazines, from 1956 to present.
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Arts & Humanities Citation Index, which contain over 1590 ( http://science.thomsonreuters.com/cgibin/jrnlst/jlresults.cgi?PC=H) magazines of art and human sciences, but also selected articles from
6.000 scientific magazines and from social field.

Figure 3. Arts&Humanities Citation Index
(http://science.thomsonreuters.com/cgi-
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4.

Conference Proceedings Citation Index, which contain over 110.000 international conferences,
symposiums, seminaries, workshops, conventions grouped in two editions: Science and Social Science
and Humanities, from 256 disciplines.

2. WEB SCIENCE WITH CONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS INTERFACE

Figure 4. Web of Science – Search features
After accesing www.isiknowledge.com, in the main page will be displayed the searching engine. The
searching will be made in all available databases (A), or by selecting of a specific database (B).
Selecting the Web of Science tab, the searching will be done only in this database. It’s recommended such
searching to eliminate the results without importance for the effectuated searching and eventual errors.
Simple searching (1), offer the possibility to build a precise searching, adding key words in the three fields
of searching (6), or adding other fields (7) and tied them through logic operators (AND, OR, NOT), and finally
selecting searching criteria’s (8) for each key word added (figure 1).
Cited Reference Search (2), offer the possibility to find articles which cited the work papers of an author.
Advanced search (3), offer the possibility of a searching sequence using Boolean language.
Search history (4), offer the possibility to save and open the searching lists and adding searching alerts
(when a new article it’s fit with the searching criteria’s, an e-mail will be received).
Marked List (5), offer the possibility to view the articles selected by the user, to be accessed furthermore,
without re-making the searching steps.

Figure 5. Records of the search criteria
Still in the main page of Web of Science, in the second half of the screen the next box will be found,
through this box you can make a deep filtered searching, by different criteria’s.

Figure 6. Periods range for searching

Figure 7. Refine results and items that have been found from searching

Figure 8. The Analyze Feature of the Results

Figure 9. Viewing records by country or territory criteria

Figure 10. Citation Report

Figure 11. Examples of an workpaper that is found in the database

3. INSTITUTE FOR SCIENTIFIC INFORMATION
The Institute for Scientific Information (ISI) was founded by Eugene Garfield in 1960. It was acquired by
Thomson Scientific & Healthcare in 1992, became known as Thomson ISI and now is part of the Healthcare &
Science business of the multi-billion dollar Thomson Reuters Corporation.
ISI offered bibliographic database services. Its specialty: citation indexing and analysis, a field pioneered by
Garfield. It maintains citation databases covering thousands of academic journals, including a continuation of its
longtime print-based indexing service the Science Citation Index (SCI), as well as the Social Sciences Citation
Index (SSCI), and the Arts and Humanities Citation Index (AHCI). All of these are available via ISI's Web of
Knowledge database service. This database allows a researcher to identify which articles have been cited most
frequently, and who has cited them.[1]
The ISI also publishes annual Journal Citation Reports which list an impact factor for each of the
journals that it tracks. Within the scientific community, journal impact factors play a large but controversial role
in determining the kudos attached to a scientist's published research record.
A list of over 14,000 journals is maintained by the ISI. The list includes over 1100 arts and humanities journals
as well as scientific journals. Listing is based on published selection criteria and is an important indicator of
journal quality and impact.[1]
The ISI also publishes a list of highly cited researchers, one of the factors included in the Academic
Ranking of World Universities published by Shanghai Jiao Tong University.
ISI publishes Science Watch, a newsletter which identifies every two months one paper published in the
previous two years as a Fast breaking paper in each of 22 broad fields of science, such as Mathematics
(including Statistics), Engineering, Biology, Chemistry, and Physics. The designations are based on the number
of citations and the largest increase from one bimonthly update to the next. Articles about the papers often
include comments by the authors.

4. THOMSON REUTERS
Thomson Reuters is an information company[2] created by the Thomson Corporation's purchase of Reuters
on 17 April 2008.[3]Thomson Reuters shares are listed on the Toronto Stock Exchange (TSX: TRI) and the New
York Stock Exchange (NYSE: TRI). Thomson Reuters is headquartered in Midtown Manhattan, New York City,
USA. The Woodbridge Company, a holding company for the Thomson family of Canada, owns 53% of the
group, [4] which operates in 100 countries, and has over 55,000 employees. Thomson Reuters was ranked as
Canada's leading corporate brand in the 2010 Interbrand Best Canadian Brands ranking.[5]
The Company was founded by Roy Thomson in 1934 in Ontario as the publisher of The Timmins Daily
Press. In 1953 Thomson acquired the Scotsman newspaper and moved to Scotland the following year. He
consolidated his media position in Scotland in 1957 when he won the franchise for Scottish Television. In 1959
he bought the Kemsley Group giving him control of the Sunday Times. He separately acquired the Times in 1967.

He moved into the airline business in 1965, when he acquired Britannia Airways and into oil and gas exploration
in 1971 when he participated in a consortium to exploit reserves in the North Sea. In the 1970s, following the
death of Lord Thomson, the Company withdrew from media selling the Times, the Sunday Times and Scottish
Television and instead moved into publishing, buying Sweet & Maxwell in 1987. In 1989, Thomson Newspapers
was merged with The Thomson Corporation. In 1996 The Thomson Corporation effectively doubled its size and
ensured future profitability by purchasing West Publishing, a purveyor of legal research and solutions including
Westlaw. [6]

5. WHY CHOOSING WEB OF SCIENCE
There are several aspects that has to be take into considerations, such as:
- Comprehensive and Relevant Coverage: Every journal included in Web of Science has met the high
standards of an objective evaluation process that eliminates clutter and excess and delivers data that is
accurate, meaningful and timely.
- Cited Reference Searching: Track prior research and monitor current developments, see who is citing
your work, measure the influence of colleagues' work, and follow the path of today's hottest ideas.
Navigate forward, backward and through the journals and proceedings literature, searching all
disciplines and time spans to discover information with impact.
- Easy Author Identification: Locate articles written by the same authors in a simple, single search.
Find the right author, right away — eliminating the problems of similar author names or several authors
with the same name.
- Insightful Analysis Options: Find hidden trends and patterns, gain insight into emerging fields of
research, and identify leading researchers, institutions, and journals with the Analyze Tool. You can
also capture citation activity with Citation Report, instantly creating formatted reports to view vital
citation information for individuals or institutions. Citation Maps make it easy to visualize citation
connections and discover an article's citation relationships.
- Wide-ranging proceedings content: Track the influence and impact of individual proceedings papers,
conferences as a whole, or the conference series. Detect emerging trends that help you pursue
successful research and grant acquisition, and create performance metrics that show the true impact of
your work. This capability is especially valuable in fields such as computer science, engineering and the
physical sciences, where proceedings can have a huge impact on the total number of citations to an
individual's or institution's work.
- Over 100 Years of Backfile Data: Track a century of vital data and find the supporting — or refuting
— data you need. More back files give you the power to conduct deeper, more comprehensive searches
and track trends through time.[7]

6. CONCLUSIONS
Web of Science offer an image regarding the status of research in each field, allow to researchers the
citations received, allow the identification of the magazines to publish the research results. Also allow to editors
to control the scientific visibility of the magazines and to watch the competition evolution. Thomson Reuters
(www.thomsonreuters.com) has acquired Streamlogics (www.streamlogics.com), a provider of webcasting
applications and services in North America with a strong presence in the financial, healthcare, and technology
sectors. The terms of the deal of privately held Streamlogics remain undisclosed.
Thomson Reuters is a $13 billion company with operations in 93 countries. In addition to being a source of
intelligent information for businesses and professionals, Thomson Reuters claims to be the largest webcast
provider in the world. With webcast broadcast centers across four continents, Thomson Reuters is committed to
providing corporations worldwide with solutions that effectively meet all of their business communications
needs.
"We are excited about this acquisition for many reasons," says Shaun McIver, CEO of Streamlogics. "We can
now leverage the global scale and local footprint of Thomson Reuters to provide clients with even more
reliability and exceptional service. Clients can also take advantage of Thomson Reuters' unique distribution
capabilities and access the breadth of Thomson Reuters solutions across the investor relations, business
intelligence, treasury, and other corporate functions."
Streamlogics is a global provider of results-driven webcasting solutions for hundreds of enterprises across
several verticals including financial services, technology, and healthcare/life sciences. Streamlogics' webcasting
solutions are utilized for training and certification, marketing and lead generation, and corporate
communications. Founded in 1999, Streamlogics is based in Toronto, with regional sales offices in Canada and
the U.S. The company also supports a global network of value-added resellers.
Source: Streamlogics
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